Conformations of N-acetyl-L-prolinamide by two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy.
Femtosecond two-dimensional infrared (2D IR) spectroscopy has been applied to study the conformations of a model dipeptide, N-acetyl-L-prolinamide (AcProNH2) in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3). Spectral features in the amide-I and -II regions are obtained by rephasing (R), nonrephasing (NR), and reverse photon echo (RPE) pulse sequences with two polarization conditions. The 2D spectra obtained by the RPE and NR sequences with (0, 0, 0, 0) polarization reveal new spectral features associated with the multiple conformers of AcProNH2 that are difficult to discern using R sequence and linear-IR spectroscopy. The high resolving power of the RPE sequence comes from destructive interference between the positive and negative peaks of nearby vibrators, similar to the NR sequence. The RPE response functions that are useful for 2D spectral simulations are evaluated, including the effects of vibrational frequency correlations. The 2D spectra obtained with (45, -45, 90, 0) polarization exhibit clear cross-peak patterns in the off-diagonal region for the R and RPE sequences but in the diagonal region for the NR sequence. These patterns, free from strong diagonal contributions, are crucial for structure determination. DFT calculations, normal-mode analysis, Hessian matrix reconstruction, and vibrational exciton Hamiltonian diagonalization yield molecular parameters needed for quantitative simulations of 2D spectra: angles between transition dipoles, coupling constants, and off-diagonal anharmonicities of the amide-I and -II modes are obtained for solvated trans-C7 and cis structures and for gas-phase trans conformers in the region of phi = -120 degrees to 0 degrees and psi = -100 degrees to 180 degrees in the Ramachandran space. Systematic simulations based on a 4:1 population ratio of the solvated trans-C7 and cis structures reproduce well the 2D spectral features obtained at both polarization conditions. However, better agreement between the experimental and simulated cross-peak patterns can be reached if the dihedral angles of the major trans conformer are close to (phi, psi) = (-80 degrees , 100 degrees ). Our results suggest that the major conformer of AcProNH2 in CDCl3 deviates from the gas-phase global minimum, the trans-C7 form, to an extended intermediate between the C7 and polyproline-II structure. These results are discussed in relationship with earlier findings obtained by NMR, transient IR studies, and MD simulations.